ELEMENTS
Dear Teacher,
Welcome to the Elements Curriculum! When it comes to yogic teachings, this is my absolute favorite subject.
It is the knowledge that has helped me understand others and myself in an authentic and impactful way.
I’ve put this knowledge to practice, digested what I’ve learned through experience and use this wisdom
as a guiding principal in my life and teachings. I hope that you resonate with these ideas and get to know
yourself on a deeper level as you lead your students through the curriculum.
Each of the seven lessons presented here can be divided up into segments or taught in its entirety in about
three hours each. Perfect for camp, after school yoga clubs, studio classes or as part of the school day, this
unit is easily adaptable for children of all ages. It also lends itself well to family yoga as each family member
can identify their predominant element, understand how everyone’s elements mingle to create the family
dynamics, and commit to adapting in order to create harmony.
Read the introduction of the lesson prior to teaching and decide what to include in your class opening
according to your audience. Do the same with the yoga sequences, guided visualizations and activities. If
you meet once a week for an hour try repeating the Tune In, Warm Up, Breathing Technique, Cool Down
and Relaxation portion of the lesson each week while introducing different poses from the sequence and
a new Elevation activity for each class. Once the students are familiar with the poses the sequence can be
practiced all in one class.
Most importantly, explore these elements within yourself and examine how these concepts play out in your
own life so that you relate to this information and are prepared to share real examples. Be authentic to
create a nurturing space and you’ll be amazed by how much you learn from your students. Fill the Notes
section with nuggets of insight that arise in the moment and reflections of what went well and what you
would refine for next time.
I would be delighted to hear from you! Please contact me, amy@gogrounded.com, with questions, ideas,
stories and pictures from your teachings. Enjoy!
								Amy Haysman
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ELEMENTS
Grounded in the 5 Elements
There are 5 elements in nature that make up all living things; Space, Earth, Water, Fire and Air. In the ancient
yoga language Sanskrit, the elements are referred to as the 5 Tatvas or forces of reality that influence all
life. Throughout these lessons, students will learn to balance the elemental forces from within in order to
thrive in any environment. The elements have certain qualities, attributes and influence on the body and
mind. These building blocks of life combine in different proportions to shape our physical body, personality,
thoughts and behavior.
By understanding each element and their associated qualities, this model becomes a powerful tool for selfawareness, improving relationships, personal transformation and a happier, healthier life.
Since the balance and character of the elements is never static, we are able to cultivate more of what
we need and lesson the impact of what we don’t need at any given time through practices such as yoga,
breathing techniques, mindfulness and other activities explored in this curriculum.
Breathing on Purpose
The breath is a vehicle to move energy through your entire body, beyond the boundaries of your lungs.
Learning how to control/drive/direct your breath will help you manage your energy and emotions.
Conscious breathing will help you live your life in a very skillful and purposeful way. The breath is automatic
whether you think of it or not. So, breathing on purpose is more than breathing just so you won’t die.
Breathing on purpose leads to living your life ON PURPOSE.

 Teacher Notes: Reflect on these questions and discuss with your students.
What does it mean to you to live on purpose?
What does being off purpose look like in your life?
Do you allow others in your life to derail you? If so, list a few people and their behaviors and actions that
tend to upset you.
What have you done in the past to get back on track?
Are you ready to use your breath and harness the energy of what you are made of in order to live in
alignment with your purpose?
Each one of us has a unique purpose in the world. Part of what makes us special is how the 5 elements
show up in our own constitution. We are all made of the same elements, just with different amounts and
proportions of each. Once you understand your elements you will be able to figure out when you need more
of one and less of others. You’ll remember how to breath in a way that stimulates or lessens the effects of a
certain element.
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Poses on Purpose
There are specific categories of yoga poses that emphasize different elemental qualities. Keep this in mind
when creating a personal element flow to practice as a way of cultivating what you need to be your best self.
Space: Seated breath work invokes openness and lightness.
Earth: Standing poses support strength, stability and acceptance.
Water: Forward bends and twists are soothing and nurture introspection and flow.
Fire: Backbends awaken power, warmth and transformation.
Air: Balancing poses encourage dexterity and equilibrium.
Examples of each category are in the pose index.
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Sections in each Lesson
•

Theme: The main topic of the lesson.

•

Introduction: including a place for you to plan what you’ll say to your class.

•

Heart Action: A quality that already exists within you and takes action to reveal. You can’t get this from
outside of yourself.

•

Yoga: How the lesson relates to yoga wisdom.

•

Alignment Action: A physical action to practice in each pose that leads to optimal alignment for health
and a somatic understanding of the theme.

•

Tune In: To turn attention inward.

•

Breathing Technique: Harnessing the power of the breath to create beneficial changes in the body and
mind.

•

Warm Up: Poses that help us get ready to move.

•

Sequence: A series of poses designed for a particular purpose.

•

Cool Down: Poses that help us regulate after more vigorous movement.

•

Final Relaxation with Guided Visualization: Resting Pose is essential for the practice to be complete.
Please read the visualizations with long pauses for reflection and end with a few moments of silence.

•

Elevations: Ideas to bring the lesson off the mat and enrich the experience.

•

Writing Prompts: for Journal entries and class discussions.

•

Teacher Notes: Ideas to consider and suggestions for teaching.

•

Reflections & Refinements: where you’ll write notes for your own learning and the next time you teach
the plan.

Materials
In addition to the art supplies listed in each lesson, you may need yoga mats, Grounded Pose Cards,
Grounded Poster, Grounded Pose Chips and Music.
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